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NeuroSolutions Infinity

Welcome to NeuroSolutions Infinity

NeuroSolutions Infinity is the easiest, most powerful neural network software of the NeuroSolutions
family. It streamlines the data mining process by automatically cleaning and preprocessing your data.
Then it uses distributed computing, advanced neural networks, and artificial intelligence (AI) to
model your data. It creates highly accurate predictive models with an easy-to-use and intuitive
interface that provides valuable insights that can be used to drive better decisions.
·

Automatically mine your data for hidden relationships using distributed processing on large
data sets from a single server to thousands of machines, each offering local computation.

·

Harness the massive processing power of multi-core CPU's and graphics cards (GPU's) from
AMD, Intel and NVIDIA through parallel computing with the NeuroSolutions Accelerator addon.

·

Powerful, automated data preprocessing to create highly accurate predictive neural network
models with the click of the mouse.

Getting Started
Follow the Quick Start Guides to familiarize yourself
with the processes of creating projects, importing
data and creating experiments.

How It Works

1. Analyze and preprocess data from SQL Server™, Excel™ or text files into relevant information to
create highly accurate predictive neural network models.
2. Automatically mine your data for hidden relationships on small or large data sets using advanced
neural networks and artificial intelligence.
3. Harness the massive processing power of graphics cards and distributed processing on a single
machine or thousands.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily create Web Help sites

Quick Start Guides
Get started in NeuroSolutions Infinity with our Quick Start Guides that pilot your way through the registration
processing, connecting to SQL Server and creating your first project in NeuroSolutions Infinity.
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Launching NeuroSolutions Infinity
NeuroSolutions Infinity's interface was designed with getting
you into the software quickly and making it as easy as
possible to get started working with your data right away. The
first screen after launching the software guides you through
the registration process, activating your free trial or activating
your licensed copy of NeuroSolutions Infinity.
Jump to Launching NeuroSolutions Infinity >

Choosing Your Database Server
NeuroSolutions Infinity's back-end is powered by Microsoft
SQL Server for reliability and scaling performance which
matches well with the softwares distributed computing engine.
The software supports Microsoft's free version of SQL Server
Express or any licensed copy of SQL Server with expanded
capabilities.
Jump to Choosing Your Database Server >

Creating a New Project
It is easy to create a new project in NeuroSolutions Infinity.
In fact, it can be summarized into 4 simple steps: Importing
your data, choosing the focus of the project (also known as a
desired output), verifying the default settings for missing data
and outliers and finally choosing how to verify the "best"
models performance on the project data.
Jump to Creating a New Project >

Creating a New Experiment
A world of possibilities and solutions, resolved with intelligent
search methodologies. In creating an experiment you have
complete control over the search depth for both
preprocessing and neural network training. Allocate your
data for quick exploration or full optimization with triggers
that can provide feedback on your experiments progress.
Jump to Creating a New Experiment >
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Evaluating Your Results
With intuitive and robust reporting, NeuroSolutions Infinity
provides in-depth information on the preprocessed input
variables and neural network models evaluated in the
experiment with the "Best" Model highlighted. View the
models performance on out of sample data or dig into the
search tree depths to see how the model evolved over time.
Jump to Evaluating Your Results >

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Full-featured Documentation generator

Launching NeuroSolutions Infinity

Upon launching NeuroSolutions Infinity, a panel is displayed to either Register for Evaluation, Activate
License or Evaluation, view Online Tutorials and Videos and Contacting Technical Support.
1. Register for Evaluation
The Register For Evaluation button prompts you to enter some basic information to obtain a Trial
Password which will be emailed upon registering. To ensure delivery add info@neurodimension.com to
your e-mail client's white-list before registering.
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2. Activate License or Trial
The Activate License or Evaluation button prompts you to enter the Password that was sent along with
your free 14-day evaluation OR the password associated with your purchase of the software. If you are
a licensed user and do not remember your password, you can press the Forgot Password button to
have it emailed to you again.

The Re-request Free Trial button will enable you to do one of three options:
a. My email address is correct...
This option will
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b. I need to resubmit my request with an updated email address.
This option will allow you to enter a new email address in the text field of the dialog for the trial
password to be sent to.
c. Please display a web form to obtain an alternate trial password.
This option will allow you to enter your information via a website instead of through the software.
This is sometimes needed if a third-party software is blocking access to our software
communicating with the Internet.

3. View Online Tutorials
The View Online Tutorials button will open your default web browser to the designated web page on
http://www.neurosolutions.com.
4. Contact Technical Support
The Contact Technical Support button will open your default web browser to the designated web page
on http://www.neurosolutions.com/contact.html.
Choosing Your
Database
Server ►
Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Single source CHM, PDF, DOC and HTML Help creation

Choosing Your Database Server
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After completing the registration process, you will be prompted to select a database server.
For help installing
SQL Server, see
Installing and Configuring
SQL Server.
There are three different options to choose from in setting up your SQL Server database:
1. SQL Server LocalDB - Pre-installed database engine with single computer support.
This option will setup the NeuroSolutions Infinity database on your local computer. This option is the
default and can be later ported to SQL Server Express or a licensed copy of SQL Server.
2. SQL Server Express or another edition on this computer - Required for multi-computer support.
This option will setup the NeuroSolutions Infinity database on your local computer. For this option, you
can leave the default Authentication option set to Windows Authentication in most cases.
3. SQL Server Express or another edition on a different local computer.
This option will setup the NeuroSolutions Infinity database on another computer that has been setup
with SQL Server. For this option, you will need to set the Authentication to SQL Server Authentication.
4. Authentication
This option determines how NeuroSolutions Infinity will communicate with the SQL Server database and
there are two options to choose from:
a. Windows Authentication (Default)
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This option will use your Windows user name and password to access SQL Server and the
database. This option is fine for single machine usage of NeuroSolutions Infinity.
b. SQL Server Authentication
This option will use a previously created SQL Server Login to access SQL Server and the
database. This option is required for multi-machine usage of NeuroSolutions Infinity.
For help configuring a
SQL Server Login, see
Installing and Configuring
SQL Server.

For help
troubleshooting SQL
Server related errors, see
SQL Server
Troubleshooting.
If you are unable to resolve errors associated with creating and connecting to the SQL Server database
please contact technical support.
◄ Launching
NeuroSolutions
Infinity

Choosing Your
Database
Server ►
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Creating a New Project
What is a Project?
A Project is a container for your external data, experiments and provides functionality for data cleaning and
analysis.
1. To Create a New Project simply press the Create New Project... button.

2. Next, press the Import New Data... button and select the type of data you would like to import. If you
do not have a data set to import, select Comma-Separated or Similar Text File and browse to the C:
\Program Files\NeuroSolutions Infinity\Sample Data directory and use one of our sample data sets.

3. Verify that your data imported correctly via the snapshot view of the data and press the Import Data
button.
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For help with importing
data, see Import Data.
4. Next, you'll need to choose the Focus (also known as desired output) of the project from the drop-down
menu. If your data set includes multiple Focus variables, then press the Data Settings button next to
the drop-down menu.

5. Next, is determining how abnormal (missing data & outliers) should be handled. In most cases, you
can simply leave the defaults and proceed on to the next step.

6. Finally, you'll need to choose how the data should be allocated for verification. The default setting is a
balance between the Fastest Results and Best Quality using Leave-N-Out Verification. The slider
ranges from Fastest Results (Optimization 50% | Set-Aside 50%) to Best Quality (Leave-N-Out 80%
Training, 19% Validation, 1% Evaluation using 100 Segments). For this tutorial we will maintain the
default settings for all steps in creating the project and press the Create Project to go to the Create
Experiment panel.
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◄ Choosing
Your Database
Server

Creating a New
Experiment ►
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Creating a New Experiment
What is an Experiment?
An Experiment defines the depth of preprocessing, neural network analysis, data allocation for optimization
and triggers for halting or notifying you of experiment goals.
Upon completing the creation of the project you are automatically sent to the Create Experiment panel.
The defaults for the Create Experiment should be sufficient, but if you would like a high level details of each
section proceed on with the step-by-step instructions on this page.
1. First, determine the depth of the experiment search. The defaults are designed to choose the most
commonly used preprocessing functions and neural network topologies, but if you have limited
computing resources feel free to change the options to either Limited, Partial or None for a less
thorough search.
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2. Next, determine how the data should be allocated for optimization. The default is designed to be a
balance between Quick Exploration and Full Optimization with 50% of the data set allocated for Training
and 25% of the data set allocated for each Validation and Evaluation.

3. Finally, lets determine how and when the experiment will adjust or halt. The Adjust Search During
Plateau and Halt Search On Potential Best settings indicate how aggressive or non-aggressive the jog
functionality will react when the experiment gets stuck in a plateau. By choosing Early, it will more
aggressively try and job out of a plateau whereas Never will allow it to run longer without further user
interaction.
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Example: Normal Halt Condition
◄ Creating a
New Project

Evaluating Your
Results ►
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Evaluating Your Results
Evaluating the results in NeuroSolutions Infinity is easy and intuitive with all of the information at your finger
tips. On the Experiment Dashboard the Selected Model Section screen displays the selected (or best if
Auto-Display Best Model is checked) which offers an in-depth look at the statistics and performance of the
model on the out of sample testing data for the current experiment. The Selected Model Section is a
common section that is context-based, so it will look familiar when you are viewing models on the Project
Dashboard to view either the project's Leave-N-Out model or Set-Aside data set.

The View Results button allows you to look at the data directly with the chosen input variables and Desired
vs. Output values. Under the Use Model menu, you can view the performance of the best/selected model on
the final Leave-N-Out model or the project's Set-Aside data by choosing the View Promoted Models for
Project... menu option. This option will take you to the Project Dashboard which will display all
experiments and all of the Best Promoted Models for each experiment or any that you have manually
selected as a "Best Model". The Selected Model Section will display the results for the project model to
see how it performs on additional out of sample data and to determine how robust the model is for retraining.
If the model meets your criterion for a "production" model, then you can Add to Production Model List
from the Use Model menu, which will promote the model to the Main Dashboard in the Production Models
panel so additional data can be imported into NeuroSolutions Infinity for additional out of sample evaluation.
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Frequently Asked Questions
Q. Can I base my decision of the model's performance solely on the Experiment Score?
A. The Experiment Score is a good measurement for model comparison's, but there are many other factors
that should be considered when evaluating a model including: Avg. Class Correct (Classification Problems),
Avg. Area ROC (Classification Problems), Avg. Correlation, Avg. Norm. RMSE and of course how it actually
performs not only on the experiments test data, but also on the project model.
For help
understanding these
terms, see the Selected
Model Section.
Q. My Experiment Score is nearly perfect, but the model's performance is not great when looking
at the actual results. Why?
A. This can happen on classification problems where classes are heavily skewed and the model focuses on
getting the "majority" right while sacrificing the lesser classes. Optimally having a balance of equal classes
(or closely equal) will help the performance of the model. Additionally, this can happen on prediction
problems (e.g. predicting the raw price) where the network finds it easier to simply choose one of the
surround values from the focus (Desired Output) and repeats the value rather than making an actual
prediction. This can be circumvented by preprocessing the focus as a percent change or change value
instead of using the raw value.

◄ Creating a
New
Experiment
Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Write EPub books for the iPad

Understanding the Interface
NeuroSolutions Infinity is easy-to-use and intuitive and best of all, it doesn't require any prior knowledge of
neural networks. Listed below is a table of contents for understanding the interface in NeuroSolutions
Infinity.

Main Dashboard
·
·
·

Main Dashboard
Projects Panel
Production Models Panel
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Create New Project
·
·
·
·
·
·

Create New Project
Which data should this project analyze?
What is the focus of this project?
How should abnormal data be handled?
How should the data be allocated for verification?
Data Settings and Analysis

Create a New Experiment
·
·
·
·
·

Create a New Experiment
How should this experiment search for results?
How should the data be allocated for optimization?
What actions should be triggered?
Data Settings and Analysis

Experiment Dashboard
·
·
·
·

Experiment Dashboard
Potential Models Tab
Potential Inputs Tab
Settings Tab
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Project Dashboard
·

Project Dashboard

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: iPhone web sites made easy

Main Dashboard

Table of Contents
1. Projects Panel
2. Project | Experiment Details Panel
The Project | Experiment Details Panel displays information about the selected project or experiment
such as the data set it is referencing, number of models evaluated, number of inputs evaluated and any
notes that you have included with the project or experiment.
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For help with
managing your external
data, see Manage
External Data.
For help with viewing
the processing list, see
Manage Processing
Lists.
3. Production Models Panel
4. Current Processing Panel
The Current Processing Panel provides control of processing usage and displays all connected
computers to the shared database.
For help
understanding the Current
Processing panel, see
Current Processing
Section.
5. NeuroSolutions Infinity News Panel
The NeuroSolutions Infinity News Panel displays information about recent product updates, newsletters,
articles and exclusive special offers.
6. "Did You Know?" Panel
The "Did You Know?" Panel displays information about your computers capabilities for Infinity including
the number of processors available and whether your computer is setup for accelerated GPU processing
through OpenCL or NVIDIA CUDA.
Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily create Web Help sites

Projects Panel

The Projects Panel contains all of the projects and associated experiments within the SQL Server
Database.

·

Create New Project
The Create New Project button will create a project which will act as a container for your external data
and associated experiments.
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For a step-by-step
introduction to this topic,
see the Quick Start
Guides for Creating a
New Project.

·

Open Project (Open Experiment)
The Open Project (Open Experiment) button will open the selected project or experiment. Projects and
experiments can also be opened by double-clicking on the associated project or experiment.

·

View Settings
The View Settings button will open the selected project or experiments Settings tab.
For help with viewing
the Project Settings, see
Project Dashboard.

For help with viewing
the Experiment Settings,
see Experiment
Dashboard > Settings
Tab.

·

Delete Project (Delete Experiment)
The Delete Project (Delete Experiment) button will delete the selected project and/or experiment(s). If
the project selected for deletion contains experiments they will be deleted as well. Note: Deleting a
Project or Experiment does not remove the imported data from the database.
For help with
managing your data, see
Manage External Data.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Free help authoring environment

Production Models Panel

The Production Models Panel contains all models that have been designated as "production" for any
project and experiments.

·

Run Model...
The Run Model button launches the Run Production Data panel as pictured below.
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·

Remove Model
The Remove Model button removes the selected model from the Production Models list. This option
does not remove the model permanently from NeuroSolutions Infinity.

Run Production Data

·

Import New Data
The Import New Data button will guide you through importing new data into the database.

·

Run Data
The Run Data button is available only if the selected model's (from the previous panel) data matches the
new data's configuration. Once Run Data has completed it will change to the Export Data button:
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·

Export Data
The Export Data button will allow you to export your final results to one of the following three options:
a. Database Table
This option will export the production data to the connected database and a user-defined table.
b. Excel Spreadsheet
This option will export the production data to an Excel spreadsheet.
c. Comma-Separated File
This option will export the production data to an Comma-Separated File (.csv).

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Write EPub books for the iPad
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Create New Project

The Create Project creates the project container for your external data, experiments and provides functions
for data cleaning and analysis.

Table of Contents
1. Which data should this project analyze?
2. What is the focus of this project?
3. How should abnormal data be handled?
4. How should the data be allocated for verification?
5. Data Settings and Analysis
Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily create Help documents

Which data should this project analyze?
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This section allows you choose from previously imported data or import new data to create a project.

·

Import New Data...
The Import New Data button will guide you through importing new data into the database.
For help with importing
data, see Import Data.

·

Manage External Data
The Manage External Data button will take you to the Manage External Data panel for a complete listing
of imported data and a preview of a selected data set.
For help with
managing external data,
see Manage External
Data.

·

List of Previously Imported Data
The list of previously imported data provides a quick glance of the data set name and when it was
originally imported into NeuroSolutions Infinity.
Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Single source CHM, PDF, DOC and HTML Help creation

What is the focus of this project?

This section allows you to specify the focus or desired output of the project.

·

Classify or approximate this value
This drop-down menu will allow for you to quickly select your focus or desired output for the project. By
default the software will select the last column of data as the focus.
For selecting multiple
focus variables, see Data
Settings and Analysis.

·

Predict this data x rows in advance. (Only available with data that is specified as sequential)
This option enables you to set how far in advance you want to predict the focus or desired output.
For help with importing
sequential data, see
Import Data.
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How should abnormal data be handled?

This section provides options for handling abnormal data including missing data and outliers.

·

Remove Rows with Missing Values
This section provides you with options for handling missing data including:
a. Remove rows with missing data. (Default Value)
This option will remove any rows with missing (NULL) data. This is the default option.
b. Replace missing values with mean value.
This option will replace any missing (NULL) data with the mean value of the column.

·

Clip Outliers (>x deviations)
This section provides you with options for handling outliers including:
a. Remove rows with values outside threshold.
This option will remove rows with values outside of the threshold (see slider). The default
setting for this option is greater than 5 Standard Deviations.
b. Clip values to threshold. (Default Value)
This option will clip any outliers that are outside of the threshold (see slider). The default
setting for this option is greater than 5 Standard Deviations.
c. Do not adjust data for outliers.
This option will not make any changes to your data with regards to outliers.

·

Data should be kept sequential
This checkbox is only available if your data was originally imported as sequential data. For sequential
data this option is checked. Unchecking it would cause the data to be randomized and potentially
stratified.
For help with
sequential data, see
Import Data.
Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Full-featured multi-format Help generator

How should the data be allocated for verification?
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This section allows you to specify how to allocate the project data for verification.

·

Use a default project data allocation designed for:
This option allows you to specify the amount of data that is to be set aside for verification. The slider
offers options ranging from Leave-N-Out Verification to Set-Aside Verification.
For help
understanding Leave-NOut Verification, see
What is Leave-N-Out?.

·

Or, use a custom data allocation:
This option allows you to specify a custom data allocation for setting aside data for verification.
For help customizing
data allocations, see
Manage Data Allocations.
Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily create PDF Help documents

Data Settings and Analysis
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This section allows you to view detailed information about the project data.

·

Name
This column represents the name of the column (if available during import) for each input and desired
output variable.

·

Usage
This column represents how the variable is being used such as: Input, Desired, Desired/Input or Ignored.

·

Type
This column represents the type of data in this variable such as Double, Integer, String or Binary.

·

Treat as Symbolic Data
This column represents if the column is to be unary encoded. For example if you had a variable with
three values such as Low, Med, High it would encode this single variable into three variables with 0's
and 1's.

·

Number of Unique Values
This column details the number of unique values that are within the variable.

·

Number of Outliers (Low)
This column details the number of outliers on the low end of the number of standard deviations (default
>5).

·

Number of Outliers (High)
This column details the number of outliers on the high end of the number of standard deviations (default
>5).
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·

Number of Missing Values
This column details the number of missing values in the variable.

·

Missing Values Handling
This column represents the same missing data options that are available on the Project Settings panel.
On this panel they can be adjusted on a per variable basis whereas the Project Settings are project
wide. The drop down menu includes options for:
a. Remove Row
This option will remove any rows with missing (NULL) data. This is the default option.
b. Set to Mean
This option will replace any missing (NULL) data with the mean value of the column.

·

Outlier Handling
This column represents the same outlier options that are available on the Project Settings panel. On
this panel they can be adjusted on a per variable basis whereas the Project Settings are project wide.
The drop down menu includes options for:
a. Remove rows with values outside threshold
This option will remove rows with values outside of the threshold (see slider). The default
setting for this option is greater than 5 Standard Deviations.
b. Clip values to threshold
This option will clip any outliers that are outside of the threshold (see slider). The default
setting for this option is greater than 5 Standard Deviations.
c. Do not adjust data for outliers.
This option will not make any changes to your data with regards to outliers.

·

Use Default For Outliers
This column uses the default settings on the Project Settings panel for handling outliers. Unchecking
this box enables you to change the Outlier Deviations on a per variable basis.

·

Outlier Deviations
This column is only editable if the Use Default For Outliers is unchecked. This column will enable you
to set the Standard Deviation on a per variable basis.

·

Outlier Threshold (Low)
This column details the low threshold value of outlier based on the chosen standard deviation (default >
5).

·

Outlier Threshold (High)
This column details the high threshold value of outlier based on the chosen standard deviation (default >
5).

·

Minimum
This column details the lowest value of the variable.

·

Maximum
This column details the highest value of the variable.

·

Average
This column details the average value of the variable.

·

Standard Deviation
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This column details the standard deviation of the variable.

For help customizing
data allocations, see
Manage Data Allocations.
Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Produce electronic books easily

Create a New Experiment

The Create Experiment panel defines the depth of preprocessing, neural network analysis, data allocation
for optimization and triggers for halting or notifying you of experiment goals.

Table of Contents
1. How should this experiment search for results?
2. How should the data be allocated for optimization?
3. When should this experiment adjust or halt?
4. Data Settings and Analysis
Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Free EPub producer

How should this experiment search for results?
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This section allows you define the level of preprocessing and neural network processing.

·

Use this processing list:
The "Use this processing list" drop down menu is automatically set based on your data type (temporal
vs. non-temporal). Custom processing list can be created by pressing the settings button or clicking
"View Search Tree".
For help with creating
custom processing list,
see Manage Processing
List.

How should this processing list be filtered?
·

Preprocessing:
The "Preprocessing" drop down menu includes four different options to choose from:
a. None
This option will disable all preprocessing.
b. Best Only
This option will only run functions with priority set to High.
c. Optimal
This option will run functions with priority set to High and Regular.
d. Expanded (Default)
This option will run all functions with priority set to High, Regular and Low.

·

Neural Networks:
The "Neural Networks" drop down menu includes four different options to choose from:
a. Best Only
This option will only train neural networks with priority set to High.
b. Optimal
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This option will train neural networks with priority set to High and Regular.
c. Expanded (Default)
This option will train all neural networks with priority set to High, Regular and Low.

·

Temporal Processing:
The "Temporal Processing" drop down menu is only available when the project has been setup with
sequential data and includes four different options to choose from:
a. None
This option will disable all temporal processing.
b. Preprocessing Only (Default)
This option will run additional functions specifically related to temporal problems.
c. Neural Only
This option will run additional neural networks specifically related to temporal problems.
d. Preprocessing and Neural
This option will run additional preprocessing and neural networks related to temporal problems.
Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily create EPub books

How should the data be allocated for optimization?

This section allows you to specify the amount of data that should be set aside for training, validation and
evaluation.
What is Optimization data?
Unlike the Set Aside data that is separated during the project's creation. The optimization data is further
broken down into three separate data sets including: Training, Validation and Evaluation.
The Training data is used to train the neural network on your data. Validation data (also known as Cross
Validation) is used during the training of the neural network to help prevent the neural network from
overspecializing (also known as curve fitting) on the data to make the neural network model more
generalized and robust. The Evaluation data is used as out of sample data to evaluate the models
performance which is displayed on the Experiment Dashboard.
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·

Use a default data allocation designed for:
This slider option allows you to specify the distribution of the training, validation and evaluation data
sets. The slider offers options ranging from 25% Training & Validation / 50% Evaluation (Quick
Exploration) all the way to 70% Training / 20% Validation / 10% Evaluation (Full Optimization).

·

Or, use a custom data allocation:
This option allows you to specify a custom data allocation for optimization.
For help customizing
data allocations, see
Manage Data Allocations.
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When should this experiment adjust or halt?

This section allows you to specify adjustment and halt settings and/or notifying you of the experiments
state.

·

Adjust Search During Plateau
The Adjust Search During Plateau option allows you to control how soon to adjust the processing when
encountering a plateau and there are four options to choose from:
For a step-by-step
introduction to this topic,
see the Quick Start
Guides for What is a
"Plateau"?.
a. Early
The Early option will more aggressively adjust the processing when stuck in a plateau. This
option will be triggered after 5 models tried since the plateau began times the number of
processors (e.g. 5 * 8 Processors = 40 Models).
b. Normal (Default)
The Normal option will adjust the processing when stuck in a plateau. This option will be
triggered after 8 models tried since the plateau began times the number of processors (e.g. 8 *
8 Processors = 64 Models).
c. Delayed
The Delayed option will less aggressively adjust the processing when stuck in a plateau. This
option will be triggered after 20 models tried since the plateau began times the number of
processors (e.g. 20 * 8 Processors = 160 Models).
d. Never
The Never option will never adjust the processing when stuck in a plateau.
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·

Halt Search On Potential Best
The Halt Search On Potential Best option allows you to control when to halt the processing and there
are four options to choose from:
a. Early
The Early option will more aggressively adjust the processing when stuck in a plateau. Here
are the halt conditions for Early:
· 50% variations of the best model attempted.
· 25% topologies of the best model attempted.
· 5 models tried since best.
· Top 10 inputs tried with best model.
· 50% inputs removed from best model.
b. Normal (Default)
The Normal option will adjust the processing when stuck in a plateau. Here are the halt
conditions for Early:
· 75% variations of the best model attempted.
· 50% topologies of the best model attempted.
· 10 models tried since best.
· Top 20 inputs tried with best model.

·

75% inputs removed from best model.

c. Delayed
The Delayed option will less aggressively adjust the processing when stuck in a plateau. Here
are the halt conditions for Early:
· 100% variations of the best model attempted.
· 100% topologies of the best model attempted.
· 25 models tried since best.
· Top 30 inputs tried with best model.
· 100% inputs removed from best model.
d. Never
The Never option will never halt the processing until it is manually paused.

·

Notification Email
This text field allows you to enter a valid email address for notification triggered actions.
For help setting up the
E-mail Notification
Settings, see View
Computer Settings.
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Data Settings & Analysis
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This section allows you to view detailed information about the experiment data.

·

Name
This column represents the name of the column (if available during import) for each input and desired
output variable.

·

Usage
This column represents how the variable is being used such as: Input, Desired, Desired/Input or Ignored.

·

Type
This column represents the type of data in this variable such as Double, Integer, String or Binary.

·

Importance
This column represents the default importance of the variable. By default all variables are marked as
Regular, but can be changed to any of the following:
a. Regular (Default)
This option indicates that the variable will receive no boost or penalty in importance.
b. Exclude
This option indicates that the variable should be excluded from preprocessing and neural
network analysis.
c. Low
This option indicates that the variable will receive a penalty in importance.
d. High
This option indicates that the variable will receive a boost in importance.
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e. Mandatory
This option indicates that the variable will be required in preprocessing and neural network
analysis.

·

Preprocessing
This column represents the default preprocessing of the variable. By default all variables are marked as
Default as indicated on the Experiment Settings on the Create New Experiment panel.
a. Default
This option represents the default processing list set in the Experiment Settings on the Create
New Experiment panel.
b. (Targeted)
Any option prefixed with (Targeted) indicates that the variable will ONLY target the selected
option (e.g. (Targeted) Floor Only).
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Experiment Dashboard

The Experiment Dashboard panel provides in-depth analysis of the Best Inputs, Best Models, Current
Processing and the Experiments Status.

Table of Contents
1. Potential Models Tab (also see Best Models Panel)
2. Potential Inputs Tab (also see Best Inputs Panel)
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3. Work Queue Tab
The Work Queue Tab displays the dynamic work queue based on the importance of the input or model.
The Work Queue is dynamic in that it will change the importance of input preprocessing and neural
network models based on new "best" model evolutions.
4. Work History Tab
The Work History Tab displays all of the work that has been completed for the experiment.
5. Search Tree Tab
The Search Tree Tab displays a tree of evolution starting with the raw input variables to neural network
models. The Search Tree is most useful for looking at the evolution of models which is accessible by
right-clicking on a model in the Best Models panel of the Experiment Dashboard or in the Potential
Models Tab and choosing Locate in Search Tree. Current Processing must be paused to use the
Locate in Search Tree feature.
6. Settings Tab
7. Best Models Over Time Panel
The Best Models Over Time Panel displays an array of chart options including Exp(eriment) Score,
Percent Correct (Only Classification Problems), Area Under ROC (Only Classification Problems),
Correlation, NRMSE and NMAE. Upon halting an experiment a What's Next? panel will be displayed to
help guide you through using the best model in an production environment or how to improve upon your
results.
8. Selected Model Section
The Selected Model Section provides information about the selected "Best Model".
For help
understanding the
Selected Model panel,
see Selected Model
Selection.
9. Current Processing Section
The Current Processing Section provides control of processing usage and displays all connected
computers to the shared database.
For help
understanding the Current
Processing panel, see
Current Processing
Section.
10. Experiment Status Panel
The Experiment Status Panel displays an overview of information about the status of the running
experiment.
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Potential Models Tab
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This section provides an overview of performance of neural network models.

How are Best Models Scored?
Best Models are scored based on a variety of statistics derived from the models performance such as: Area
Under ROC (Classification Problems Only), Percent Correct (Classification Problems Only), Normalized
Root Mean Squared Error, Normalized Mean Absolute Error, Average Percent Correct (Classification
Problems Only). The Rank String can be viewed in the Potential Models Tab.

What is an "Evolving Model #..."
An "Evolving Model #..." is a variation of a previous "Best" Model. An evolution of a model can consist of
adding or removing input variables, optimizing the number of processing elements (neurons), optimizing PNN
Smoothing (Only on Probabilistic Neural Networks), varying hidden layers or varying neural network
topologies. To allow for deeper searches choose the Expanded option when Creating a New Experiment.
For help with creating
a new experiment, see
Create a New
Experiment.

For more information
on the acronyms, see the
FAQ NeuroSolutions
Infinity guide for What do
all of these acronyms
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mean?.
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Potential Inputs Tab

This section provides an overview of performance of both raw and preprocessed input variables.

How are Input Variables Scored?
Input variables are scored in a combination of ways. First, they are scored on their Potential, which is
based on the correlation of the input to the focus (desiredOutput). Next, they are scored on their Neural
Potential which is a value based on how they performed in a neural network model. The Score will continue
to evolve based on the variables performance in other neural network models. The Rank String can be found
in the Potential Inputs Tab.

What are Multi-Tiered Functions?
Multi-Tiered functions are input variables that are combinations of one or more functions. For example,
Div(Prod(Column_1, Column_2), Column_3) which multiply Column_1 and Column_2 and then takes that
value and divides it by Column_3. Combining information like this can help provide more highly correlated
values to the model for better results and/or provide more streamlined data to improve the performance of
model. Multi-Tiered functions are only available when Expanded Preprocessing is selected or if you created
your own Custom Processing List.
For help with viewing
preprocessing settings,
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see Manage Processing
List.
For more information
on the acronyms, see the
FAQ NeuroSolutions
Infinity guide for What do
all of these acronyms
mean?.
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Settings Tab

This section allows you view or change settings on the active experiment.

·

Search Characteristics & Adjust Priorities

·

View Raw Inputs
The View Raw Inputs button allows you to adjust (limited) the Data Settings and Analysis for the active
experiment.
For help with adjusting
data settings, see Data
Settings and Analysis.
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·

Delete Experiment
The Delete Experiment button will permanently delete the active experiment.

·

Data Allocation
The Data Allocation can be viewed for the experiment, but cannot be changed. To change the data
allocation Create a New Experiment.
For help with creating
a new experiment, see
Create a New
Experiment.
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Search Characteristics and Adjust Priorities

This section allows you view or change the Search Characteristics and/or Adjust Priorities settings on the
active experiment.

Search Characteristics
·

Adjust Search During Plateau
The Adjust Search During Plateau option allows you to control how soon to adjust the processing when
encountering a plateau and there are four options to choose from:
For a step-by-step
introduction to this topic,
see the Quick Start
Guides for What is a
"Plateau"?.
a. Early
The Early option will more aggressively adjust the processing when stuck in a plateau. This
option will be triggered after 5 models tried since the plateau began times the number of
processors (e.g. 5 * 8 Processors = 40 Models).
b. Normal (Default)
The Normal option will adjust the processing when stuck in a plateau. This option will be
triggered after 8 models tried since the plateau began times the number of processors (e.g. 8 *
8 Processors = 64 Models).
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c. Delayed
The Delayed option will less aggressively adjust the processing when stuck in a plateau. This
option will be triggered after 20 models tried since the plateau began times the number of
processors (e.g. 20 * 8 Processors = 160 Models).
d. Never
The Never option will never adjust the processing when stuck in a plateau.

·

Halt Search On Potential Best
The Halt Search On Potential Best option allows you to control when to halt the processing and there
are four options to choose from:
a. Early
The Early option will more aggressively adjust the processing when stuck in a plateau. Here
are the halt conditions for Early:
· 50% variations of the best model attempted.
· 25% topologies of the best model attempted.
· 5 models tried since best.
· Top 10 inputs tried with best model.
· 50% inputs removed from best model.
b. Normal (Default)
The Normal option will adjust the processing when stuck in a plateau. Here are the halt
conditions for Early:
· 75% variations of the best model attempted.
· 50% topologies of the best model attempted.
· 10 models tried since best.
· Top 20 inputs tried with best model.
· 75% inputs removed from best model.
c. Delayed
The Delayed option will less aggressively adjust the processing when stuck in a plateau. Here
are the halt conditions for Early:
· 100% variations of the best model attempted.
· 100% topologies of the best model attempted.
· 25 models tried since best.
· Top 30 inputs tried with best model.
· 100% inputs removed from best model.
d. Never
The Never option will never halt the processing until it is manually paused.

Adjust Priorities
·

Evolve Neural Topologies
The Evolve Neural Topologies option allows you to control how much priority the evolution process will
take into account for evolving through the different neural network topologies and there are five options to
choose from:
a. Very Low
The Very Low option will significantly lower the priority from the default settings of each of the
neural network topologies.
b. Low
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The Low option will lower the priority from the default settings of each of the neural network
topologies.
c. Normal (Default)
The Normal option will not alter the priority from the default settings of each of the neural
network topologies.
d. High
The High option will raise the priority from the default settings of each of the neural network
topologies.
e. Very High
The Very High option will significantly raise the priority from the default settings of each of the
neural network topologies.
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Project Dashboard

The Project Dashboard panel provides access to all associated experiments, in-depth analysis of the Best
Model(s) and Current Processing.

Table of Contents
1. Promoted Models Tab (also see Best Promoted Models Panel)
The Promoted Models Tab displays any "best" or manually promoted models for each associated
experiment. These models are also displayed in the Best Promoted Models panel in the Overview tab.
For help
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understanding promoted
models, see Selected
Model Selection.
2. Settings Tab
The Settings Tab has access to Notes, View Raw Inputs (see Data Settings and Analysis), Delete
Project and the Data Allocation can be viewed for the project, but cannot be changed. To change the
data allocation you'll need to Create New Project.
For help with creating
a new project, see Create
New Project.
3. Experiment Panel
The Experiment Panel displays all associated experiments for the active project.
4. Experiment Details Panel
The Experiment Details Panel displays information about the selected experiment such as the
processing list, number of models and inputs evaluated and any notes that you have included with the
project or experiment.
5. Best Promoted Models
The Best Promoted Models section details all of the best performing models from each experiment and
any models that have been manually promoted to the Project Dashboard.
6. Selected Model Section
The Selected Model Section provides information about the selected "Best Model".
For help
understanding the
Selected Model panel,
see Selected Model
Selection.
7. Current Processing Section
The Current Processing Section provides control of processing usage and displays all connected
computers to the shared database.
For help
understanding the Current
Processing panel, see
Current Processing
Section.
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Management Panels

Table of Contents
·
·
·

View Computer Settings
o E-mail Notification Settings
o NeuroSolutions Accelerator Settings
Import Data
Manage Data Allocations
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·
·
·

Manage External Data
Manage Processing Lists
Manage Product Licenses
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View Computer Settings

The Adjust Computer Settings panel provides access to the Database Settings, E-mail Notification
Settings, Processing Settings and NeuroSolutions Accelerator Settings.

Table of Contents
1. Database Settings
2. Processing Settings
The Processing Settings displays controls for controlling the processing usage "When Computer In
Use" and "When Computer is Idle". There is also a checkbox to enable NeuroSolutions Infinity to
automatically launch when Windows launches.
3. NeuroSolutions Accelerator Settings
4. E-mail Notification Settings
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Database Settings
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This section allows you view or change settings for the Database Settings in the View Computer Settings
dialog.

·

Current Database
The Current Database field displays the database that is being utilized (e.g. LocalDB versus SQL Server
Express/Standard).
For help on changing
your database, see
Choosing Your Database
Server.

·

Shared Import Folder
The Shared Import Folder option allows you to setup a temporary folder for importing data quicker when
data is stored on a difference computer than where SQL Server resides.
For help on the shared
import folder, see Why
should I setup the Shared
Import Folder?.

·

Max Memory (GB)
The Max Memory option allows to you override the default SQL Server Max Memory if you are
experiencing memory related performance issues.

·

Release on shutdown
The Release on shutdown option allows Infinity to release the used memory that SQL Server utilizes
while Infinity is running during the shutdown process.

·

Performance Maintenance
The Perform Maintenance options helps compress the database size and also repair any issues.
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E-mail Notification Settings
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This section allows you view or change settings for the E-mail Notification Settings.

·

Default E-mail:
This setting should be set to your e-mail address.

·

From Address:
This setting is automatically set, but can be setup for any email address.

·

Host Name:
The Host Name refers to the SMTP server that you use for your out going mail similar to how e-mail
accounts are setup in Microsoft Outlook. If you use web mail such as Google's Gmail, they do provide
an SMTP server for free for Gmail users.

·

Port (TLS):
The Port(TLS) setting refers to the outgoing SMTP port which is defined by your SMTP server provider.

·

Server Requires Authentication
The Server Requires Authentication settings refers to whether or not the SMTP server requires
authentication which is defined by your SMTP server provider.

·

Set to Normal Defaults
The Set to Normal Defaults sets typical settings for most SMTP servers.

·

Set to Gmail Defaults
The Set to Gmail Defaults sets the typical settings for Google's Gmail SMTP servers.
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NeuroSolutions Accelerator Settings
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This section allows you view or change settings for NeuroSolutions Accelerator.

·

NeuroSolutions Accelerator Enabled
The NeuroSolutions Accelerator Enabled checkbox should be enabled if you have a compatible NVIDIA
CUDA or AMD Radeon graphics card installed with the latest drivers.
For help on enabling
NeuroSolutions
Accelerator, see What is
GPU (Graphical
Processing Unit)
processing?

For help
understanding CUDA vs.
OpenCL, see What is the
difference between
NVIDIA CUDA and
OpenCL?

·

Use Double Precision GPU Support
The Use Double Precision GPU Support enables the use of double precision computation versus single
precision.
For help
understanding single vs.
double precision, see
What is the difference
between Single vs Double
Precision?

·

Change to...
The Change to.. button refers to switching between NVIDIA CUDA and OpenCL Libraries depending on
the type of graphics card you have installed.
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·

Available GPU Devices
The Available GPU Devices references the graphics cards compatible with NeuroSolutions Accelerator.
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Import Data

The Import Data panel provides guided instruction for importing data data from comma-separated (flat files),
Microsoft Excel or SQL Server databases.

What type of data would you like to import?

·

Comma-Separated or Similar Text File
This option allows you to import data from common flat files such as comma-separated files (.csv) or
other ASCII column formated files.
For help with problems
associated with importing
data, see How come I
cannot import my data?.

·

Excel Worksheet
This option allows you to import data from Microsoft Excel.

·

SQL Server Database Table
This option allows you to import data from a local or networked SQL Server Database.
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Select the file to be imported.
This section is contextual based on the selection from "What type of data would you like to import?".
With Comma-Separated or Similar Text File selected...

·

Add/Browse
The Add/Browse button will allow you to browse to the desired comma-separated or flat text file to
import.

The "Verify the formatting of the data." section should be automatically set based on the selected data file.
You can manually change these settings if the automatic detection is unable to determine the type of
delimiter or formatting.

With Excel Worksheet selected...

·

Add/Browse
The Add/Browse button will allow you to browse to the desired Microsoft Excel file (.xls or .xlsx) to
import.

·

Use current Excel worksheet
This option enables you to use the current Excel worksheet that is currently open.

The "Verify the formatting of the data." section should automatically detect the First Row To Import, the Last
Row To Import and the checkbox for First row has column names.

With SQL Server Database Table selected...

·

Database Name
This option references the database name you are attempting to import the data from. By default it will
select the active database attached to NeuroSolutions Infinity.

·

Table Name
This option references the table name you are attempting to import the data from. By default it will
select a table in the active database attached to NeuroSolutions Infinity.

·

Data is on a different SQL Server installation.
This enables the options for selecting an alternative Database Server.
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·

Database Server (Only available if Data is on a different SQL Server installation is checked)
By pressing the Locate Servers button, the software will browse your network looking for alternative SQL
Server Databases that are accessible.

·

Authentication (Only available if Data is on a different SQL Server installation is checked)
This option provides two choices for authenticating with your Database Server. The most commonly
used authentication method for connecting to a remote computer is SQL Server Authentication.

·

Login (Only available if Data is on a different SQL Server installation is checked)
The Login field references the user name that has access to log into the remote SQL Server Database.

·

Password (Only available if Data is on a different SQL Server installation is checked)
The Password field references the password that has access to log into the remote SQL Server
Database.

Other Options

·

Check here if this data is ordered sequentially and relationships may exist between rows
This option is available for time-series based data sets, which will prohibit NeuroSolutions Infinity from
performing data stratification and randomization. This option is automatically detected on data sets with
time based elements such as dates and times, but can be enabled or disabled for any data set by
checking the box.
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Manage Data Allocations

The Manage Data Allocations panel enables users to create custom data allocation profiles for both projects
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and experiments.

·

Allocation Name
This option allows you to provide a personalized name for your custom data allocation.

·

Allocation Usage
This option defines the usage of the data allocation and includes two options:
a. Experiment Allocation
This option is designated for Experiment data allocation (for optimization).
b. Project Allocation
This option is designated for Project data allocation (for verification).

·

Allocation Type
This option defines the type of the data allocation and includes two options:
a. Static Allocation
This option is designated for segmenting the data into blocks including: training, cross
validation and testing (or optimization and set-aside for Project's).
b. Leave-N-Out
This option is designated for performing the Leave-N-Out algorithm which trains the network
multiple times, each time omitting a different subset of the data and using that subset for
testing.
For help with
understanding Leave-NOut, see What is LeaveN-Out?.

·

Data Sequence
This option defines the sequencing of the data allocation and includes six options:
a. Random Allocation
This option is designated to randomize the data.
b. Stratified Allocation
This option is designated to stratify the data into groups to ensure the groups are well
represented in all data segments.
For help with
understanding data
stratification, see What is
data stratification?.
c. Train | CrossVal | Test
This option is designated to segment the data based on the percentages in the Data
Segmentation section into Training, CrossVal and then Testing.
d. Test | Train | CrossVal
This option is designated to segment the data based on the percentages in the Data
Segmentation section into Testing, Training and then CrossVal.
e. CrossVal | Train | Test
This option is designated to segment the data based on the percentages in the Data
Segmentation section into CrossVal, Training and then Testing.
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f.

Test | CrossVal | Train
This option is designated to segment the data based on the percentages in the Data
Segmentation section into Testing, CrossVal and then Training.

·

Training Passes
This option is designated to allow the neural network model to train in multiple passes.

·

Seed
This option is designated to allow you to choose a random seed value.

Data Segmentation

Project Allocation with Static Allocation

Project Allocation with Leave-N-Out

·

Training
This option is designated to specify the amount of data available for training.

·

Cross Val.
This option is designated to specify the amount of data available for cross validation.

·

Testing
This option is designated to specify the amount of data available for out of sample testing.

·

Optimize
This option is only available for Projects and is designated to specify the amount of data available for the
optimization set which comprises of training, cross validation and testing.

·

Set-Aside
This option is only available for Projects and is designated to specify the amount of data available for the
set-aide set which comprises of out of sample data.

Leave-N-Out (Only Available with Allocation Type set to Leave-N-Out)

·

Segments
This option is designated will segment up the data x times to perform the Leave-N-Out algorithm.
For help with problems
associated with importing
data, see How come I
cannot import my data?.
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Manage External Data

The Manage External Data panel is designed to view, modify, add and delete external data files that have
been imported into the SQL Server database for NeuroSolutions Infinity.

·

Import New Data...
This option allows you to import new data into the SQL Server database.

·

Data is sequential
This option is available for time-series based data sets, which will prohibit NeuroSolutions Infinity from
performing data stratification and randomization. This option is automatically detected on data sets with
time based elements such as dates and times, but can be enabled or disabled for any data set by
checking the box.

·

Delete Selection
This option allows you to delete the imported data. This option is only available if the data is not
associated with a project.

·

Change Name
This option allows you to change the name of the selected data set.
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Manage Processing Lists
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The Manage Processing List panel allows users to fully customize a processing list which entails what
functions should be available, the priority of functions and neural networks and many other settings on the
actual neural network topologies.

·

Create New Processing List...
This option allows you to create a new processing list from scratch.

·

Add Processing...
This option allows you to add processing such as functions and/or neural network topologies to a new or
copied list.

·

Modify Parameters...
This option allows you to modify parameters of a selected function or neural network. An example of
the Modify Parameters feature can be seen below:
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·

Delete Processing...
This option allows you to delete a selected processing element from the list.

·

Copy/Modify Selected List
This option allows you to copy a list including default list or modify non-default list.

·

Delete Selected List
This option allows you to delete a selected (non-default) list.
Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Create HTML Help, DOC, PDF and print manuals from 1
single source

Manage Product Licenses
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The Manage Product Licenses panel enables licensed users of NeuroSolutions Infinity to manage their
product activations and registration information.

·

Manage Registration
This option will open your default web browser to our Customer Center to manage your registration
information and activate/deactivate licenses.

·

Activate/Deactivate Licenses
This option will open a new panel which will display all products that have been purchased. Simply
check or uncheck the boxes next to the product name to activate and/or deactivate licenses.

·

Purchase Additional Licenses
This option will open your default web browser to our order form on our website at http://
www.neurosolutions.com/order/
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Common Sections

Table of Contents
·
·

Current Processing Section
Selected Model Section
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Current Processing Section
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This section provides information about currently processing experiments as well as already processed
experiments.

Current Processing

·

Play / Pause
The Play/Pause button on this section enables or disables all processing in NeuroSolutions Infinity.
The Play/Pause button on the Experiment Dashboard (upper left) pauses processing for the particular
experiment.

·

Processor (Thread) Controls
This option enables you to scale back the number of threads NeuroSolutions Infinity processes at any
given time. The count is based on the total number of processing threads of your computers processor
(GPU). If you find that NeuroSolutions Infinity has slowed your computer down to an unusable state
outside of NeuroSolutions Infinity then you can scale down the number of threads being processed
simultaneously.

Experiment Status

·

Elapsed Time
This description displays the total amount of time since the start of processing the experiment.

·

Models Evaluated
This description displays the total amount of models evaluated for this experiment.

·

Time Since Best
This description displays the amount of time that has passed since the most recent "Best" Model.

·

Models Since Best
This description displays the number of models processed since the most recent "Best" Model.

·

Time In Plateau
This description displays the total amount of time since the start of the current plateau.
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For more information
on Plateau's, see the
FAQ NeuroSolutions
Infinity guides for What is
a "Plateau"?.

·

Models During Plateau
This description displays the total amount of models since the start of the current plateau.

·

Best Model Score
This description displays the Experiment Score of the current "Best" Model.

·

Evolution from Parent
This description displays the improvement in Experiment Score based on the evolution from the parent
model.

·

Best Model Variations Tried
This description displays the number of variations tried and available for the current "Best" Model.

·

Top Inputs Tried With Best
This description displays the number of input variables tried for the current "Best" Model.

·

Inputs Removed From Best
This description displays the number of input variables tried and removed for the current "Best" Model.
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Selected Model Section

This section provides an overview of the performance for the best model.
1. Scatter Plot (Regression/Time-Series Prediction) | Pie Chart (Classification)
For Regression and Time-Series Prediction problem types a scatter plot is displayed for the "Actual vs.
Desired Outputs". For Classification problems a pie chart of the "Distribution of Outputs" is displayed.
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2. Bar Chart (Regression/Time-Series Prediction) | Confusion Matrix (Classification)
For Regression and Time-Series Prediction problem types a vertical bar chart is displayed for the "Error
Distribution (Standard Deviations)". For Classification problems a confusion matrix is displayed where
the columns equal desired.

3. Optimization Statistics
a. Experiment Score (see Best Models)
b. Topology
This details the neural network topology for the selected model (e.g. PNN, MLP1, etc.).
c. PNN Smoothing
This details the PNN Smoothing attribute for the Probabilistic Neural Network topology.
d. Avg. Correlation
This details the average correlation of the model.
e. Avg. Norm. RMSE
This details the average root mean squared error of the model.
f.

Avg. Norm. MAE
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This details the average normalized mean absolute error of the model.
g. Max Abs. Error
This details the max absolute error of the model.
h. Training Epochs
This details the number of epochs completed during training.
i.

Epochs of Best
This details which epoch yielded the best result.

j.

Training Time
This details the training time of the neural network model.

k. Evolution From Parent
This details the models improvement from the parent model (or previous evolution).
l.

Variations Tried
This details the number of variations tried from the parent model.

4. Model Inputs (x)
The Model Inputs (X) displays the inputs utilized in the selected model and their contribution (based on
Sensitivity Analysis) to the models output.
For more information
on the acronyms, see the
FAQ NeuroSolutions
Infinity guide for What do
all of these acronyms
mean?.
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Selecting a Database Option
NeuroSolutions Infinity installs LocalDB by default to get you started quickly without having to download
and install almost a gigabyte installation of Microsoft SQL Server Express. The series of questions and
answers below will assist you in which options is best suited for your NeuroSolutions Infinity needs.

What is LocalDB?
LocalDB offers similar functionality as SQL Server Express, but with a significantly smaller installation
footprint (33.7MB) versus full installations of other editions of SQL Server.

LocalDB vs. SQL Server Express (or Standard/Enterprise Editions)?
LocalDB will ONLY support local connections. If you plan on utilizing the full capabilities of NeuroSolutions
Infinity multi-machine distributed processing then you will need either SQL Server Express (or Standard/
Enterprise Editions).
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For help configuring
SQL Server for multimachine distributed
processing, see the
Configuring Multi-Machine
Setup.

Why would I need SQL Server Standard/Enterprise Editions vs. the free SQL Server
Express?
The most common reason why a licensed copy would be required is the database size limitations of the free
SQL Server Express which is 10 GB. The Standard Edition and higher supports up to 524 PB (Petabytes)
which is 524,000 TB (Terabytes) or 524,000,000 GB (Gigabytes). Other benefits of licensed copies of SQL
Server is supporting four physical processors or 16 processing cores and supporting up to 128 GB of utilized
memory per instance (versus 1 GB SQL Server Express). There are numerous of other features that the
licensed copies of SQL Server has which can be found on Microsoft's website.

Can I use other database engines such as Oracle or IBM DB2?
At this time we only support Microsoft SQL Server. If you have interest in using NeuroSolutions Infinity on a
database engine other than SQL Server please contact us.
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Configuring Multi-Machine Setup
SQL Server Installation and Configuration.
Note: The version we recommend includes SQL Server Management Studio and requires at least 6GB of
available disk space.
1. After starting the installation choose the option New SQL Server stand-alone installation or add features
to an existing installation.
2. Accept the License Terms and press Next.
3. Allow the installation to Include SQL Server product updates and press Next.
4. On Feature Selection press Select All and verify that all of the Features are selected and press Next.
5. On Instance Configuration make sure Default Instance is selected and press Next.
6. On Server Configuration change the Startup Type for SQL Server Browser to Automatic and press Next.
7. On Database Engine Configuration leave the default Authentication Mode to Windows Authentication
and press Next.
8. On Error Reporting press Next.
9. On Installation Configuration Rules simply click Next to proceed.
10. Press Close upon completion and close out of any other SQL Server Installation windows.

Multi-Machine SQL Server Setup
These instructions are designed to be followed on the machine running the SQL Server installation.
1. Configure the SQL Server Database and Services
a. Launch SQL Server Management Studio from the Start menu > Microsoft SQL Server 2012
directory.
b. It should automatically detect your default instance (e.g. MachineName or MachineName
\SQLEXPRESS) and press Connect.
2. Create
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

a user account for SQL Server
Right-Click on Security and choose New and then Login...
Set a Login name to something (e.g. Infinity).
Change to SQL Server Authentication and provide a password.
Uncheck Enforce password expiration.
Click on Server Roles and check sysadmin.
Click on Securables and press Search and select the option that begins with The server.. and
press OK.
g. At the bottom under Explicit scroll down and check the box under Grant for Connect SQL.
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h. Press OK
3. Configure Server Properties
a. Right-Click on the server (e.g. MachineName or MachineName\SQLEXPRESS) under the
Object Explorer and choose Properties.
b. Under Security change the Server Authentication to SQL Server and Windows Authentication
mode.
c. Press OK
d. Note: It will ask you to restart the SQL Server and we will do this in an upcoming step.
e. Close SQL Server Management Studio
4. Configure SQL Server Services
a. Launch SQL Server Configuration Manager under the Start menu > SQL Server Express 2012 >
Configuration Tools.
b. Click on SQL Server Services
c. SQL Server Browser should be Running and set to Automatic.
d. SQL Server (Name) should be Running and set to Automatic.
e. Expand SQL Server Network Configuration and select Protocols for [SQLSERVERNAME]
f. Double-Click on TCP/IP and change Enabled to Yes and press OK.
g. Click on SQL Server Services again
h. Right-Click on SQL Server (Name) and choose the Restart option.
i. Note: NeuroSolutions Infinity should not be running to ensure the restart is completed properly.
j. Close SQL Server Configuration Manager.
5. Allow SQL Server to communicate through Windows Firewall
Note: If Windows Firewall is disabled you may skip this section.
a. Search for Windows Firewall with Advanced Security by clicking on the Start menu and typing
in the Search for programs and files field and launch the program.
b. Select Inbound Rules and click New Rule... on the right side of the dialog.
c. Select Program and press Next.
d. Browse to C:\Program Files\Microsoft SQL Server\MSSQL11.MSSQLSERVER\MSSQL\Binn
and select sqlservr.exe, press Open and then Next.
e. Note: This path is specific for SQL Server Express 2012. If you are using a different version of
SQL Server you can verify the path in the SQL Server Configuration Tools under the SQL Server
(Name) service.
f. Leave Allow the connection selected and press Next.
g. Leave the Domain, Private and Public checked and press Next.
h. Name the rule SQL Server and press Finish.
i. Press New Rule... (again).
j. Select Program and press Next.
k. Browse to C:\Program Files (x86)\Microsoft SQL Server\90\Shared and select sqlbrowser.exe,
press Open and then Next.
l. Note: This path should be consistent for SQL Server versions 2005 to 2012. The path can be
verified in the SQL Server Configuration Tools under the SQL Server Browser service.
m. Leave Allow the connection selected and press Next.
n. Leave the Domain, Private and Public checked and press Next.
o. Name the rule SQL Server Browser and press Finish.
6. Configure NeuroSolutions Infinity Agents
a. Launch NeuroSolutions Infinity
b. On the Select Database Server screen choose the option of Create or connect to a SQL Server
database on another computer and press Locate Server.
For help with
troubleshooting SQL
Server related issues,
see SQL Server
Troubleshooting.
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c. Next, set the Authentication to SQL Server Authentication and enter your login and password
you created and press Connect to Database.
d. In the Current Processing panel you should see any computer running NeuroSolutions Infinity
and connected to the same database listed.
Simply repeat step #6 to connect any additional computers to the SQL Server database.
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Overview
NeuroSolutions Infinity QuickDeploy is a quick and
easy deployment solution for NeuroSolutions Infinity!
QuickDeploy is a software add-on that allows you to
export Infinity production models and embed them into
your software applications. It does this by exporting all
of the steps required to reproduce a model into a definition file that can be accessed programmatically
through an included Windows DLL (Dynamic Link Library) for both 32- and 64-bit .NET applications.

How Can I Try QuickDeploy?
Try QuickDeploy for FREE from the 14-day free trial or licensed copy of NeuroSolutions Infinity. After a
model has been promoted to the Production Models panel, simply select it and press the "Deploy Model"
button and choose the "QuickDeploy to Windows DLL.." menu option. This will launch another dialog which
will allow you to specify the test data and target bit-depth (32 vs 64-bit). The free trial does have a limited
number of time-limited deployments that can be made for evaluation purposes.

How to Purchase QuickDeploy
QuickDeploy can be purchased directly from our website here at: www.neurosolutions.com/quickdeploy/
For more information
about ordering or
payment options, see
How to buy
NeuroSolutions Infinity.
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Running QuickDeploy
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Upon selecting your production model simply press the Deploy Model button and then choose the menu
option QuickDeploy to Windows DLL...

1. Production Model
The Production Model is the model that was selected during on the Production Model panel before
launching the QuickDeploy wizard.
2. Target Folder
The Target Folder is the location that the QuickDeploy solution will be saved to.
3.

Export Test Data
The Export Test Data option will allow you to export the default data set associated with the project.

4.

Target support for 32-bit programs (including older versions of Microsoft Excel)
The Target support for 32-bit programs is available if you would like to deploy the solution for 32-bit
programs. By default QuickDeploy will target 64-bit programs.

5.

Launch QuickDeploy Inspector to test definition
The Launch QuickDeploy Inspector option will automatically launch the inspector (test program) that will
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have loaded the definition file and data to see a sample application in action.
Press the Deploy button to instantly deploy your solution.
For more information
on the QuickDeploy
Inspector, see Using the
QuickDeploy Inspector.
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Using the QuickDeploy Inspector

Upon Running QuickDeploy and deploying your solution the QuickDeploy Inspector will be launched with all
of the necessary files preloaded. The QuickDeploy Inspector is a sample program to demonstrate some of
the capabilities of accessing the Infinity Definition File and loading input data.
The Load Definition File button will allow you to load different .nid (NeuroSolutions Infinity Definition) files
into the QuickDeploy Inspector.

Figure 1: List of Expected Inputs drop-down menu

The List of Expected Inputs drop-down menu (see Figure 1) by default only shows the "Required Inputs
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Only" for the model to be run. The "Project Inputs Only" displays all of the inputs that were used in the
original project setup and the "Original File Columns" displays all of the column variables that were available
in the file.
The Load Input File button will allow you to load different input data into the QuickDeploy Inspector. The
Restart File button will reload the input file starting back at row one. The Advance to Next Row button
will display the results for the next sample in the data file.

Figure 2: List of Outputs Returned drop-down menu.

The List of Outputs Returned drop-down menu (see Figure 2) by default only shows the "Final Outputs
Only". The other options display various combinations of the model variables.
For more information
on implementing into your
own project, see Setting
Up Your Project.
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Using the Generated Files

Using the Generated Files
After you have generated your definition using Infinity QuickDeploy, you will have a folder containing a
NeuroSolutions Infinity Definition (.nid) file and several associated DLL's.
The following resources are available:
· Overview of Using the Generated Files
· Setting Up Your Project
· Object Model
· Sample Code
Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily create EBooks

Overview of Using the Generated Files

Overview of Using the Generated Files
After you have generated your definition using Infinity QuickDeploy, you will have a folder containing a
NeuroSolutions Infinity Definition (.nid) file and several associated DLL's.
The main DLL you will be using is the NSInfinityDeployment DLL. This is a general-purpose DLL which can
read a definition file and process data based on its contents. The other DLL's in the folder will be used by
the NSInfinityDeployment DLL to process the data based on this specific definition file.

Bit Depth
It is important to consider whether you are creating a program for a 32-Bit operating system, a 64-Bit
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operating system, or both. When you generated the definition with Infinity QuickDeploy, you selected
whether to target 32-Bit operating systems. If that option was selected, all of the DLL's copied to the
definition file folder were designed to be used from a 32-Bit (x86) program. If this option was not selected, all
of the DLL's were designed to be used from a 64-Bit (x64) program.
The definition file does not have any bit-depth requirements. Only the DLL's have a bit depth associated with
them.

Adding a Reference to the DLL
The first thing you will want to do is add a reference to the NSInfinityDeployment DLL from your
programming environment. Instructions for doing this are available for the following environments:
· C#
· VB.NET
· VBA (Microsoft Excel)

Using the Exported Production Model
Using the exported production model involves three primary steps:
1. Instantiate the ProductionModel object.
2. Use LoadDefinitionFile to load a definition file.
3. Use GetResponse to send input data to the model and get results.
The NSInfinityDeployment DLL contains a single .NET class called ProductionModel. When you are ready
to access the model, the first thing you will need to do is create an instance of this class.
Once the instance is created, you will want to use the LoadDefinitionFile function to load the definition into
the class. This will also initialize the processing to be ready to process data.
After the definition has been successfully loaded, data can be passed to the ProductionModel class using
the GetResponse function. The GetResponse function takes an input array and an output array. The input
array takes the data needed to recreate the model and the results are returned in the output array.

Modifying the Inputs and Outputs
Several properties and functions are provided for specifying and determining which inputs and outputs will be
required and returned by the GetResponse function.
The InputColumnGroup property can be used to specify which subset of the original input columns will be
expected by the GetResponse function. By default, only the inputs actually required for processing are
expected. However, programming can be simplified by using this setting to always provide all of the columns
regardless of whether they will be used.
The OutputColumnGroup property can be used to specify which set of output values will be returned by the
GetResponse function. By default, only the final output(s) will be returned. However, there may be cases
where the intermediate or input values may be desired.
The names of the columns that are included in the current input and output groups can be retrieved using
the GetInputNameList and GetOutputNameList functions.

Examples
Sample code for performing basic processing on the original data is provided for the following programming
environments.
· C#
· VB.NET
· Microsoft Excel (VBA)
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Handling Errors
If a function returns a failing return code, a description of the error can be obtained by calling
GetLastErrorMessage.
For assistance with errors returned by the DLL, contact technical support.
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Setting Up Your Project

Setting Up Your Project
To use an exported definition file in a programming environment, you will need to create a reference to the
Infinity QuickDeploy DLL.The DLL can then be used to load the NeuroSolutions Infinity Definition file (.nid)
and process data to get results.

Bit Depth
It is important to consider whether you are creating a program for 32-Bit software, 64-Bit software, or both.
When you generated the definition with Infinity QuickDeploy, you selected whether to target 32-Bit software.
If that option was selected, all of the DLL's copied to the definition file folder were designed to be used from
32-Bit (x86) software. If this option was not selected, all of the DLL's were designed to be used from 64-Bit
(x64) software.
The definition file does not have any bit-depth requirements. Only the DLL's have a bit depth associated with
them.

Setting Up Your Project
The first thing you will want to do is add a reference to the NSInfinityDeployment DLL from your
programming environment. Instructions for doing this are available for the following environments:
· C#
· VB.NET
· VBA (Microsoft Excel)
Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Free Kindle producer

C#

Setting Up Your Project in C#
To use an exported definition file from a C# program, you will need to create a reference to the Infinity
QuickDeploy DLL.The DLL can then be used to load the NeuroSolutions Infinity Definition file (.nid) and
process data to get results.

Bit Depth
It is important to consider whether you are creating a program for 32-Bit software, 64-Bit software, or both.
When you generated the definition with Infinity QuickDeploy, you selected whether to target 32-Bit software.
If that option was selected, all of the DLL's copied to the definition file folder were designed to be used from
32-Bit (x86) software. If this option was not selected, all of the DLL's were designed to be used from 64-Bit
(x64) software.
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The definition file does not have any bit-depth requirements. Only the DLL's have a bit depth associated with
them.

Adding a Reference to the DLL
To add a reference to the Infinity QuickDeploy DLL in Visual Studio, right-click on your C# project and select
"Add Reference...", then browse for the folder where the definition file was generated. Select the
NSInfinityDeployment.DLL.
Note that you should not add references to the other DLL's in this folder. They will be loaded dynamically by
NSInfinityDeployment.DLL when the definition file is loaded.

Instantiating the ProductionModel Class
Once a reference to the DLL has been added, you can instantiate the ProductionModel class as follows:
NSInfinityDeployment.ProductionModel model = new NSInfinityDeployment.ProductionModel();

Additional Information
An overview of the process of using the ProductionModel class can be found in Overview of Using Generated
Files.
For sample code for
using the
ProductionModel class
from C#, see Sample
Code: C#.
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VB.NET

Setting Up Your Project in Visual Basic.NET
To use an exported definition file from a Visual Basic.NET program, you will need to create a reference to
the Infinity QuickDeploy DLL.The DLL can then be used to load the NeuroSolutions Infinity Definition file
(.nid) and process data to get results.

Bit Depth
It is important to consider whether you are creating a program for 32-Bit software, 64-Bit software, or both.
When you generated the definition with Infinity QuickDeploy, you selected whether to target 32-Bit software.
If that option was selected, all of the DLL's copied to the definition file folder were designed to be used from
32-Bit (x86) software. If this option was not selected, all of the DLL's were designed to be used from 64-Bit
(x64) software.
The definition file does not have any bit-depth requirements. Only the DLL's have a bit depth associated with
them.

Adding a Reference to the DLL
To add a reference to the Infinity QuickDeploy DLL in Visual Studio, right-click on your Visual Basic project
and select "Add Reference...", then browse for the folder where the definition file was generated. Select the
NSInfinityDeployment.DLL.
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Note that you should not add references to the other DLL's in this folder. They will be loaded dynamically by
NSInfinityDeployment.DLL when the definition file is loaded.

Instantiating the ProductionModel Class
Once a reference to the DLL has been added, you can instantiate the ProductionModel class as follows:
Dim model As New NSInfinityDeployment.ProductionModel

Additional Information
An overview of the process of using the ProductionModel class can be found in Overview of Using Generated
Files.
For sample code for
using the
ProductionModel class
from Visual Basic, see
Sample Code: VB.NET.
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VBA (Microsoft Excel)

Setting Up Your Project in Microsoft Excel (VBA)
To use an exported definition file from a Microsoft Excel, you will need to create a reference to the Infinity
QuickDeploy DLL.The DLL can then be used to load the NeuroSolutions Infinity Definition file (.nid) and
process data to get results.

Bit Depth
It is important to consider whether you are creating a program for 32-Bit software, 64-Bit software, or both.
When you generated the definition with Infinity QuickDeploy, you selected whether to target 32-Bit software.
If that option was selected, all of the DLL's copied to the definition file folder were designed to be used from
32-Bit (x86) software. If this option was not selected, all of the DLL's were designed to be used from 64-Bit
(x64) software.
Most older MIcrosoft Excel installations are 32-Bit. You can determine the version of Microsoft Excel you
are using by selecting the File tab, pressing Help, then looking in the "About Microsoft Excel" section. If the
version indicates it is (32-bit), you should target 32-Bit software.
The definition file does not have any bit-depth requirements. Only the DLL's have a bit depth associated with
them.

Programming in VBA
To access the VBA programming environment in Excel, you will need to display the Developer tab on the
ribbon control in Microsoft Excel. If it is not displayed already, you should be able to do so by selecting the
File tab and pressing Options. Then, select Customize Ribbon and select to display the Developer tab.
Once the Developer tab is displayed, select it and press the Visual Basic button. This will display a window
with the title "Microsoft Visual Basic for Applications" or similar.

Adding a Reference to the DLL
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The NSInfinityDeployment DLL is needed to process your definition file.
To add a reference to it from your Visual Basic for Applications code, select "Add References" from the
Tools menu. If you have previously added a reference to the DLL, NSInfinityDeployment should be listed in
the list of available references. Simply check the box next to it to add the reference.
If it has not previously been added, press the Browse button and navigate to the folder containing your
exported definition file. By default, this is placed in your My Documents folder under NeuroDimension/
NSInfinity/Deployment.
Microsoft Excel cannot add a reference to this type of DLL file directly. Instead, select the
NSInfinityDeployment.TLB file to add the reference.

Instantiating the ProductionModel Class
Once a reference to the DLL has been added, you can instantiate the ProductionModel class as follows:
Dim model As NSInfinityDeployment.ProductionModel
Set model = New NSInfinityDeployment.ProductionModel

Additional Information
An overview of the process of using the ProductionModel class can be found in Overview of Using Generated
Files.
For sample code for
using the
ProductionModel class
from Microsoft Excel,
see Sample Code:
Microsoft Excel (VBA).
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Object Model

Object Model
The ProductionModel class is used for loading and interacting with exported definition files.
Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Create HTML Help, DOC, PDF and print manuals from 1
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ProductionModel Object

ProductionModel Object
The ProductionModel class is used for loading and interacting with exported definition files.

Methods
·
·
·
·

GetInputNameList
GetLastErrorMessage
GetOutputNameList
GetResponse
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·
·

LoadDefinitionFile
ReleaseResources

Properties
·
·

InputColumnGroup
OutputColumnGroup
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GetInputNameList

GetInputNameList Function
Gets the names of the current inputs expected by the GetResponse function as an array of strings. The
names in the list are a subset of the original inputs used to create the model. The subset is specified using
the InputColumnGroup property.

Syntax
Public Function GetInputNameList() As String()

Parameters
None

Returns
If a valid definition has been loaded, an array of strings will be returned.
If a valid definition is not available or a problem occurs, the function will return Nothing. A description of the
associated error can be obtained by calling GetLastErrorMessage.

Remarks
The returned strings will be the original column names of the inputs that are expected by the GetResponse
function. If no column names were provided on the original input data, the strings will list the names
assigned to the columns when they were imported into NeuroSolutions Infinity.
The data sent to the GetResponse function can be from any column or source. It does not need to match
the column names listed here. This function is simply reporting original names of the expected values.
In addition to obtaining the list of inputs, the size of the returned array can also be used to verify the number
of inputs expected.
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GetLastErrorMessage
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GetLastErrorMessage Function
Get a description of the last error that occurred during a call to a ProductionModel function.

Syntax
Public Function GetLastErrorMessage() As String

Parameters
None

Returns
This function returns a string describing the last error that occurred during a call to a ProductionModel
function.
If no previous error has occurred during this instance of the ProductionModel class, it will return an empty
string.

Remarks
Typical user errors occur when a valid definition is not loaded before performing other operations.
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GetOutputNameList

GetOutputNameList Function
Gets the names of the current outputs returned by the GetResponse function as an array of strings. The
names in the list are the final output(s) along with any calculations and inputs specified using the
OutputColumnGroup property.

Syntax
Public Function GetOutputNameList() As String()

Parameters
None

Returns
If a valid definition has been loaded, an array of strings will be returned.
If a valid definition is not available or a problem occurs, the function will return Nothing. A description of the
associated error can be obtained by calling GetLastErrorMessage.

Remarks
The returned strings will be the column names of the outputs that will be returned by the GetResponse
function. Any column names will be the same or similar to those listed in NeuroSolutions Infinity.
In addition to obtaining the list of outputs, the size of the returned array can also be used to determine the
number of outputs to expect.
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GetResponse

GetResponse Function
This function runs the production model specified in the loaded NeuroSolutions Infinity Definition on one row
of inputs to produce the model outputs.

Syntax
Public Function GetResponse(ByVal inputArray() As Object, ByRef outputArray() As Object) as Boolean

Parameters
InputArray() As Object
§ This array should include all of the inputs required by the model. See the Remarks below for
additional information.
OutputArray() As Object
§ This array returns the requested outputs from the model. See the Remarks below for additional
information.

Returns
True if the inputs were successfully processed to produce the outputs.
False if a problem occurred while getting the response. A description of the associated error can be
obtained by calling GetLastErrorMessage.

Remarks
GetResponse requires a valid NeuroSolutions Infinity Definition (.nid) file to have been loaded using the
LoadDefinitionFile function. Definition files exported without an Infinity QuickDeploy license are time-limited.
Any attempt to use those definitions after the time has expired will cause GetResponse to fail.
The subset of values expected in the InputArray are specified using the InputColumnGroup property. The
names of the currently selected inputs can be retrieved using the GetInputNameList function. Similarly, the
size of the input array can be determined using the size of the array returned by the GetInputNameList
function.
The group of values that will be returned in the OutputArray are specified using the OutputColumnGroup
property. The names of the currently selected outputs can be retrieved using the GetOutputNameList
function. Similarly, the size of the output array can be determined using the size of the array returned by the
GetOutputNameList function.
The input and output values are of type Object. This corresponds to type Variant in VBA (such as from a
Microsoft Excel macro). This type allows data to be of the same type as the original data, including doubles,
integers, booleans, strings, dates, and other value types.
When calling the DLL from VBA (such as from a Microsoft Excel macro), be careful to ensure both the input
and output arrays are sized properly. Failure to do so may cause the interface to the DLL to crash.
Production models may have a temporal state associated with them, especially when created using
sequential data. If your data was sequential, you will need to call GetResponse for the input rows in
sequence in order to get the correct results. Also, the state is not maintained between instances of the DLL.
If the DLL is released and reloaded, any temporal state information will be lost. To restore the temporal
state, preceding input rows should be run with GetResponse.
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InputColumnGroup

InputColumnGroup Property
The InputColumnGroup property indicates which subset of the original input values will be provided to the
GetResponse function.

Syntax
Public Property InputColumnGroup() As InputColumnGroupType

Value
value As InputColumnGroupType
0. RequiredInputsOnly (default)
§ The inputs will Include only the values that will be used by the model to calculate the outputs.
1. ProjectInputsOnly
§ The inputs will Include all of the values that were available to the NeuroSolutions Infinity project
used to create the model.
2. OriginalFileColumns
§ The inputs will Include all of the values that were in the original data file, spreadsheet, or table
imported into NeuroSolutions Infinity to create the model.

Remarks
The purpose of this property is to provide flexibility when programming to the QuickDeploy interface.
The GetResponse function will only use the inputs specified when the default RequiredInputsOnly is
specified. All other values will be ignored.
If you plan on updating your model periodically while keeping the same project input data columns, you can
code your calls to GetResponse the same regardless of the model by using the ProjectInputsOnly or
OriginalFileColumns settings.
The inputs expected by the GetResponse function for the current model and InputColumnGroup setting can
be determined by using the GetInputNameList function.
For a visual example
of how this property
affects the usage of
GetResponse, see Using
the QuickDeploy
Inspector.
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LoadDefinitionFile Function
This function loads a NeuroSolutions Infinity Definition (.nid) file into the DLL and initializes it for processing.

Syntax
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Public Function LoadDefinitionFile(ByVal fileName As String) as Boolean

Parameters
fileName As String
§ This is the full file path of the NeuroSolutions Infinity Definition (.nid) file.

Returns
True if the specified definition file was loaded successfully.
False if a problem occurred while loading the definition file. A description of the associated error can be
obtained by calling GetLastErrorMessage.

Remarks
The definition file should be exported from NeuroSolutions Infinity using Infinity QuickDeploy. The definition
file includes all of the calculations required to take the needed to reproduce the results of a production
model using the required input fields. It also includes additional information to indicate whether this is a
time-limited deployment for evaluation or a licensed deployment.
When the definition file is exported using Infinity QuickDeploy, it is placed in a folder which includes all of
the DLL's required to reproduce the production model. The LoadDefinitionFile function will look in the folder
containing the definition file for these additional DLL's.
The definition file does not have any bit-depth requirements, but all of the associated DLL's are of a matching
bit-depth. When moving files around, be sure not to mix DLL's from another QuickDeploy export with the
files unless you are certain they are all exported for the same target bit depth.
Definition files can be exported without using Infinity QuickDeploy. This is useful for moving production
models from one NeuroSolutions Infinity database to another. If Infinity QuickDeploy is licensed on that
machine, those definition files can be loaded by the DLL. However, you will need to manually obtain the
associated DLL's in this case. In general, you will want to do a normal QuickDeploy generation to be sure
you have all of the files you need.
Definition files cannot be modified manually and still be loaded. In addition, definition files exported without
an Infinity QuickDeploy license are time-limited. Any attempt to use those definitions after the time has
expired will cause GetResponse to fail.
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OutputColumnGroup

OutputColumnGroup Property
The OutputColumnGroup property indicates which set of values will be returned by the GetResponse
function.

Syntax
Public Property OutputColumnGroup() As OutputColumnGroupType

Value
value As OutputColumnGroupType
0. FinalOutputsOnly (default)
§ Return only the output values that correspond to the desired values.
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1. ModelOutputsAndFinalOutputs
§ Return the output values of the model (or models) used to calculate the final output values.
2. AllCalculatedValues
§ Return all of the preprocessing calculations used by the models, along with the model outputs
and final outputs.
3. AdjustedInputsAndCalcualtedValues
§ Return all of the values generated by cleaning the inputs in addition to all calculated values,
model outputs, and final outputs.
4. AllInputAndOutputValues
§ Return all of the input values along with the adjusted input values, calculated values, model
outputs, and final outputs.

Remarks
The purpose of this property is to provide flexibility when programming to the QuickDeploy interface.
Typically, you will primarily be interested in only the final outputs. However, for classification problems, you
may be interested in seeing the actual model outputs to determine the relative strength of an individual
prediction.
In addition to the outputs, it can be useful to see some or all of the inputs and outputs associated with the
overall calculation in order to better understand how the inputs and model(s) interact to produce the
output(s).
The outputs that will be returned by the GetResponse function for the current model and
OutputColumnGroup setting can be determined by using the GetOutputNameList function.
For a visual example
of how this property
affects the usage of
GetResponse, see Using
the QuickDeploy
Inspector.
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ReleaseResources

ReleaseResources Function
Release resources associated with the loaded definition.

Syntax
Public Function ReleaseResources() as String

Parameters
None

Returns
True if the resources were successfully released.
False if a problem occurred while releasing the resources. A description of the associated error can be
obtained by calling GetLastErrorMessage.
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Remarks
The resources will be released automatically when the ProductionModel object is released. Therefore, it is
typically not necessary to call this function explicitly. However, if you need to force the resources to be
released immediately rather than waiting for the background processing, this function can be used.
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Sample Code

Sample Code
Sample code for performing basic processing on the original data is provided for the following programming
environments.
· C#
· VB.NET
· Microsoft Excel (VBA)
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C#

Sample Code for C#
The following program provides a brief example of loading a definition file and processing a data file line-byline to produce an output file.
See Setting Up Your Project for C# for information on how to access the Infinity QuickDeploy DLL.
For simplicity, the following settings are used:
§ The InputColumnGroup is set to OriginalFileColumns. This enables this example to run against
the data originally used to create the project. Note that even though this means that the original
desired values may be sent to the GetResponse function, those values will not be used in
generating the output value.
§ The input data file is assumed to be comma-separated and have one header row.
§ The OutputColumnGroup is set to the default value of FinalOutputsOnly. Furthermore only the
first output value is retrieved. In most cases, a project will only have one desired output
specified, which means that production models created from the project will have only one final
output.

Sample Code
// Instantiate the model and load the definition.
NSInfinityDeployment.ProductionModel model = new
NSInfinityDeployment.ProductionModel();
String definitionPath = "mydefinition.nid";
if (model.LoadDefinitionFile(definitionPath))
{
// Simplify the example by passing all of the original data to the model
and requesting only the final output.
model.InputColumnGroup =
NSInfinityDeployment.InputColumnGroupType.OriginalFileColumns;
model.OutputColumnGroup =
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NSInfinityDeployment.OutputColumnGroupType.FinalOutputsOnly;
// Load the input data from a file into a StreamReader.
String inputFilePath = "myinputdata.csv";
System.IO.StreamReader inputFileReader = new
System.IO.StreamReader(inputFilePath);
String inputLine = inputFileReader.ReadLine();
header row.

// Skip

// Create/access an outputfile with a StreamWriter.
String outputFilePath = "myoutputdata.csv";
System.IO.StreamWriter outputFileWriter = new
System.IO.StreamWriter(outputFilePath);
// Read each remaining line of the input data, get the response, and
write the output to the output file.
Object[] inputArray;
Object[] outputArray = { "" };
Char[] delimiterArray = { ',' };
while (inputFileReader.Peek() != -1)
{
inputLine = inputFileReader.ReadLine();
// Read the
next line of input data.
inputArray = inputLine.Split(delimiterArray);
// Split the
comma-separated line into array elements.
if (model.GetResponse(inputArray, ref outputArray))
// Call
GetResponse to process the data.
{
outputFileWriter.WriteLine(outputArray[0].ToString()); // Write
the output data.
}
else
{
MessageBox.Show(model.GetLastErrorMessage(), "Get Response
Failed", MessageBoxButtons.OK, MessageBoxIcon.Exclamation);
break;
}
}
outputFileWriter.Flush();
}
else
{
MessageBox.Show(model.GetLastErrorMessage(), "Load Definition File
Failed", MessageBoxButtons.OK, MessageBoxIcon.Exclamation);
}
}
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VB.NET

Sample Code for Visual Basic .NET
The following program provides a brief example of loading a definition file and processing a data file line-byline to produce an output file.
See Setting Up Your Project for VB.NET for information on how to access the Infinity QuickDeploy DLL.
For simplicity, the following settings are used:
§ The InputColumnGroup is set to OriginalFileColumns. This enables this example to run against
the data originally used to create the project. Note that even though this means that the original
desired values may be sent to the GetResponse function, those values will not be used in
generating the output value.
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§
§

The input data file is assumed to be comma-separated and have one header row.
The OutputColumnGroup is set to the default value of FinalOutputsOnly. Furthermore only the
first output value is retrieved. In most cases, a project will only have one desired output
specified, which means that production models created from the project will have only one final
output.

Sample Code
' Instantiate the model and load the definition.
Dim model As New NSInfinityDeployment.ProductionModel
Dim definitionPath As String = "mydefinition.nid"
If model.LoadDefinitionFile(definitionPath) Then
' Simplify the example by passing all of the original data to the model and
requesting only the final output.
model.InputColumnGroup =
NSInfinityDeployment.InputColumnGroupType.OriginalFileColumns
model.OutputColumnGroup =
NSInfinityDeployment.OutputColumnGroupType.FinalOutputsOnly

row.

' Load the input data from a file into a StreamReader.
Dim inputFilePath As String = "myinputdata.csv"
Dim inputFileReader As New System.IO.StreamReader(inputFilePath)
Dim inputLine As String = inputFileReader.ReadLine
' Skip the header
' Create/access an outputfile with a StreamWriter.
Dim outputFilePath As String = "myoutputdata.csv"
Dim outputFileWriter As New System.IO.StreamWriter(outputFilePath)

' Read each remaining line of the input data, get the response, and write the
output to the output file.
Dim inputArray() As String
Dim outputArray(0) As Object
While inputFileReader.Peek <> -1
inputLine = inputFileReader.ReadLine
' Read the
next line of input data.
inputArray = Split(inputLine, ",")
' Split the
comma-separated line into array elements.
If model.GetResponse(inputArray, outputArray) Then
' Call
GetResponse to process the data.
outputFileWriter.WriteLine(outputArray(0).ToString)
' Write the
output data.
Else
MsgBox(model.GetLastErrorMessage, MsgBoxStyle.Exclamation, "Get
Response Failed")
Exit While
End If
End While
outputFileWriter.Flush()
Else
MsgBox(model.GetLastErrorMessage, MsgBoxStyle.Exclamation, "Load Definition
File Failed")
End If
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Microsoft Excel (VBA)

Sample Code for Microsoft Excel (VBA)
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The following program provides a brief example of loading a definition file and processing a spreadsheet rowby-row to produce an output value which is written the same spreadsheet.
See Setting Up Your Project for VBA (Microsoft Excel) for information on how to access the Infinity
QuickDeploy DLL and how to enter VBA code in Microsoft Excel.
For simplicity, the following settings are used:
§ The InputColumnGroup is set to OriginalFileColumns. This enables this example to run against
the data originally used to create the project. Note that even though this means that the original
desired values may be sent to the GetResponse function, those values will not be used in
generating the output value.
§ The input data file is assumed to have one header row.
§ The OutputColumnGroup is set to the default value of FinalOutputsOnly. Furthermore only the
first output value is retrieved. In most cases, a project will only have one desired output
specified, which means that production models created from the project will have only one final
output.

Sample Code
' Determine last row and column of active spreadsheet.
Dim row As Integer
Dim col As Integer
Dim lastRow As Integer
Dim lastColumn As Integer
lastRow = Cells.SpecialCells(xlCellTypeLastCell).row
lastColumn = Cells.SpecialCells(xlCellTypeLastCell).Column
' Allow sample code to be re-run by modifying lastColumn if encounter empty column.
For col = 1 To lastColumn
If IsEmpty(Sheet1.Cells(1, col)) Then
lastColumn = col - 1
Exit For
End If
Next col
' Instantiate the model and load the definition.
Dim model As NSInfinityDeployment.ProductionModel
Set model = New NSInfinityDeployment.ProductionModel
If model.LoadDefinitionFile("mydefinition.nid") Then
' Simplify the example by passing all of the original data to the model and requesting only the final
output.
model.InputColumnGroup =
NSInfinityDeployment.InputColumnGroupType.InputColumnGroupType_OriginalFileColumns
model.OutputColumnGroup =
NSInfinityDeployment.OutputColumnGroupType.OutputColumnGroupType_FinalOutputsOnly
' Load the spreadsheet into an array.
Dim sheetArray() As Variant
sheetArray = Sheet1.Range(Cells(1, 1), Cells(lastRow, lastColumn))
' Allocate the input and output arrays.
ReDim inputArray(0 To lastColumn - 1) As Variant
Dim outputArray(0 To 0) As Variant
' Read each row of data and get a response.
For row = 2 To lastRow
' Load spreadsheet row into input array.
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For col = 1 To lastColumn
inputArray(col - 1) = sheetArray(row, col)
Next col
' Get the response and write it to the spreadsheet.
If model.GetResponse(inputArray, outputArray) Then
Cells(row, lastColumn + 2).Value = outputArray(0)
Else
' Else, Get Response failed, report last error.
Cells(row, lastColumn + 2).Value = model.GetLastErrorMessage
End If
Next row
Else
' Else, Load Definition File failed, report last error.
Cells(2, lastColumn + 2).Value = model.GetLastErrorMessage
End If
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What do you use a neural network for?
Neural networks are used for both regression and classification. In regression, the outputs represent some
desired, continuously valued transformation of the input patterns. In classification, the objective is to assign
the input patterns to one of several categories or classes, usually represented by outputs restricted to lie in
the range from 0 to 1, so that they represent the probability of class membership.
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What is a neural network?
A neural network is an adaptable system that can learn relationships through repeated presentation of data,
and is capable of generalizing to new, previously unseen data. Some networks are supervised, in that a
human must determine what the network should learn from the data. Other networks are unsupervised, in
that the way they organize information is hard-coded into their architecture.
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What is data preprocessing?
Data preprocessing is an important step in the data mining process. The phrase "garbage in, garbage out"
is particularly applicable to data mining and machine learning projects. Data-gathering methods are often
loosely controlled, resulting in out-of-range values (e.g., Income: −100), impossible data combinations (e.g.,
Sex: Male, Pregnant: Yes), missing values, etc. Analyzing data that has not been carefully screened for
such problems can produce misleading results. Thus, the representation and quality of data is first and
foremost before running an analysis.
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What is distributed computing?
In general, distributed computing is any computing that involves multiple computers remote from each other
that each have a role in a computation problem or information processing. The best-known example is the
SETI@home project in which individual computer owners can volunteer some of their multitasking
processing cycles (while concurrently still using their computer) to the Search for Extraterrestrial
Intelligence ( SETI ) project. This computing-intensive problem uses your computer (and thousands of
others) to download and search radio telescope data.
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What is GPU (Graphical Processing Unit) processing?
GPU-accelerated computing is the use of a graphics processing unit (GPU) together with a CPU to
accelerate scientific, engineering, and enterprise applications.
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What is Leave-N-Out?
The Leave-N-Out algorithm trains the network multiple times, each time omitting a different subset of the
data and using that subset for testing. This enables you to use all of your data for training and all of your
data for testing. The testing results are still out-of-sample since the rows being tested are not used to
update the network weights during that particular training run.
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What is Sensitivity Analysis?
Sensitivity analysis is a method for extracting the cause and effect relationship between the inputs and
outputs of the network. The basic idea is that the inputs to the network are shifted slightly and the
corresponding change in the output is reported either as a percentage or a raw difference.
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What is the difference between NVIDIA CUDA and OpenCL?
CUDA™ is developed by NVIDIA and is proprietary for their product line of graphics cards. OpenCL is the
open standard in parallel computing and supports not only AMD and NVIDIA graphics cards, but also AMD
and Intel processors.
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What is the difference between Single vs Double Precision?
Single and Double Precision refer to the floating-point format for Binary32 and Binary64 which allows for
more decimal values (double precision).
What does that mean?
Accuracy. Double Precision supports more decimal values than Single Precision which makes the weights
from the neural network more accurate.
For complete technical specification on Single vs. Double Precision please refer to this Wikipedia Article.
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Why are neural networks so powerful?
For regression, it can be shown that neural networks can learn any desired input-output mapping if they
have sufficient numbers of processing elements in the hidden layer(s). For classification, neural networks
can learn the Bayesian posterior probability of correct classification.
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o Do you provide site licenses?
o How to buy NeuroSolutions Infinity?
o Related products & Modules
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Contacting NeuroDimension

NeuroDimension, Inc.
3701 NW 40th Terrace, Suite 1
Gainesville, FL 32606
www.nd.com
Sales and Information
Product Questions OR to Place Order
Fax
Email
Calls Outside U.S.

1-800-634-3327
352-377-9009
info@nd.com
352-377-5144

Technical Support
Technical Support
Email

352-377-1542
support@neurosolutions.com

Before contacting technical support, please attempt to answer any questions by first consulting the following
resources:

·
·
·

The NeuroSolutions Infinity Help
The NeuroSolutions Customer Forums
The on-line Video Library
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Do you provide educational discounts?
Absolutely! NeuroDimension is a proud supporter of its ties with the educational community in over 66
countries around the world. To take advantage of our 20% educational discount as a student or faculty
member during your checkout process simply use promo code 20EDU. In addition, we offer academia
bundles for individuals, research groups or large university labs with exceptional discounts. For more
information on our academia bundles please refer to our website at: http://www.neurosolutions.com/order/
academia-bundles.html
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Do you provide site licenses?
Yes. We provide Corporate/Government Bundles as well as Academia Bundles with exceptional discounts.
You can find out more information about these various offerings on our website at:
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·
·

Corporate/Government Bundles
Academia Bundles
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How to buy NeuroSolutions Infinity?
We offer a convenient checkout process on our website at: http://www.neurosolutions.com/order/
We accept most major credit cards including:
· American Express
· Discover Card
· MasterCard
· Visa
We also accept:
· Check
· PayPal
· Purchase Orders (for pre-approved customers)

·

Wire Transfer ($20 Bank Fee)

If you should have any questions about ordering please do not hesitate to contact us.
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Related Products & Modules

Related Products
NeuroSolutions
There are two levels of NeuroSolutions, all of which allow you to implement your own neural network models.
NeuroSolutions features an Excel interface that boast exclusive features such as the Express Builder,
Leave-N-Out Training and Vary a Parameter. It also comes with the classic NeuroSolutions wizards
including the NeuralExpert for beginner users and the NeuralBuilder for more advanced users.
NeuroSolutions supports traditional linear regression techniques as well as probabilistic and multi-layer
perceptron neural networks.
The NeuroSolutions Pro level provides a three-times more neural network topologies for both static and
dynamic pattern recognition applications, time-series prediction and process control problems. It also
features powerful genetic optimization and search attribute methods for optimizing neural network
parameters and input variables. NeuroSolutions Pro adds the capability to generate Custom Solution
Wizard DLL's (Dynamic Link Libraries) that can be used in NeuroSolutions Infinity.

Modules
NeuroSolutions Accelerator
NeuroSolutions Pro and NeuroSolutions Infinity users can now harness the massive processing power of
multi-core CPU's and graphics cards (GPU's) from AMD, Intel and NVIDIA with the NeuroSolutions
Accelerator module. NVIDIA CUDA and OpenCL enables training time improvements from hours to minutes
when compared to traditional CPU's on neural networks using Levenberg-Marquardt.
NeuroSolutions Infinity QuickDeploy
QuickDeploy is a revolutionary program that takes a neural network created with NeuroSolutions Infinity and
automatically generates a definition file and associated Windows-based Dynamic Link Library files (DLL),
which can then be embedded into your own Visual Basic .NET, Visual C#, and Microsoft Excel.
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Custom Solution Wizard
There are two levels of the Custom Solution Wizard, all of which allows you to take any neural network
created with NeuroSolutions Pro and automatically generates and compiles a Windows-based DLL
(Dynamic Link Library) for that network which can then be embedded into your own application. The
Custom Solution Wizard allows you to create recall-only networks whereas the Custom Solution Wizard
Pro level allows for the creation of both learning and recall networks.
C++ Code Generation for Windows
The C++ Code Generation for Windows allows users to generate ANSI C++ compatible code, all you to
embed NeuroSolutions Pro algorithms into your own applications. It allows any simulation prototyped with
NeuroSolutions Pro to be run on other platforms (e.g. faster computers or embedded real time systems).
C++ Source Code for Non-Windows
The C++ Source Code for Non-Windows allows you to compile the generated code using other Windows
compilers or on other platforms such as Unix. Included with the license is the source code for the entire
object library, enabling you to compile this library for your particular platform/compiler and link it with the
generated code.
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How many Infinity Processors do I need?
NeuroSolutions Infinity is designed to scale seamlessly for individual users needing only two or more
processors all the way up to large enterprises requiring thousands of processors. There are really two
different answers to this question:

1. How many Infinity Processors can I utilize?
NeuroSolutions Infinity takes advantage of all physical processors/cores as well as logical cores which are
made available through technologies such as Intel's HyperThreading. The easiest way to determine how
many Infinity Processors you can utilize on a single machine is to launch Infinity and under the Current
Processing panel and see how many "Processors" are available next to your computers name. For ideal
performance you'd want to purchase the same number of Infinity Processors as you have available, but you
are not required to do so.
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2. How many Infinity Processors do I need?
NeuroSolutions Infinity will run no matter the number of processors you have, but whether it will run optimally
is a different question all together. This is a question with many variables that will contribute to additional
processing or training times including:

·
·
·
·

The size of your data set both in samples and inputs/outputs.
The type of problem (Classification/Regression vs. Time-Series Prediction).
How correlated your input variables are with your desired output(s).
And, how deep you want the program to search for the optimal solution.
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What are the system requirements?
NeuroSolutions Infinity recommended system configuration includes:
· Windows Vista (x64), Windows 7 (x64) or Windows 8.X (x64)
· Intel (AMD Compatible) Dual Core Processor 1GHz or higher
· 4GB of Memory (RAM)
· 2GB of free disk space
· 1024 x 768 screen resolution or higher

·

SQL Server Express 2012 (default) OR SQL Server 2005 or later
o Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8.X or Windows 2008 Server
o Minimum: 6GB of free disk space
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What do all of these acronyms mean?
It is important for our customers to know detailed information about their input variables and models in
NeuroSolutions Infinity. However, due to the complexity of some of the names we've created acronyms for
many of the inputs, models and other components in the software. This help topic is designed to explain
how some of these strings of information break down and also what the acronyms mean.
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Models
On the Experiment/Project Dashboard as well as the Potential Models tab, you will see strings such as the
one below:

Model #185 - MLP2(6, 3, MOM_O, LogReg, 0.040, 0.001) w/ 5 inputs
(Evolving Model #111)
Neural Network Topology
This acronym represents the neural network topology that is being utilized. Here is a list of acronyms
associated with the topologies:
· GFF = Generalized Feedforward
· LReg = Linear/Logistic Regression
· MLP = Multi-layer Perceptron
· MOD = Modular Network
· PNN = Probabilistic Network
· SVM = Support Vector Machine
Temporal Networks
· FGam = Focused Gamma Network
· FLag = Focused Laguarre Network
· FRNN = Fully Recurrent Network
· FTDNN = Focused Time-Delay Network
· GFRNN = Gamma Full Recurrent Network
· GPRNN = Gamma Partial Recurrent Network
· LFRNN = Laguarre Fully Recurrent Network
· LPRNN = Laguarre Partial Recurrent Network
· PRNN = Partial Recurrent Network
· TDRNN = Time-Delay Recurrent Network
Number of Hidden Layers
This acronym represents the number of hidden layers present. This value can be set to 1, 2 or nothing.
Number of Processing Elements (Per Hidden Layer) & Taps (Temporal Topologies Only)
This acronym represents the number of processing elements per hidden layer. The first value would
represent the first hidden layer and the second would represent the second hidden layer (if present) or the
second could represent Taps if using a temporal based neural network topology.
Learning Algorithm
This acronym represents the learning algorithm used on the backpropagation plane. Here is a list of
acronyms associated with the learning algorithms:

·
·
·
·
·

CG = Conjugant Gradient
LM = Levenberg-Marquardt
MOM_B = Momentum (Batch Learning)
MOM_O = Momentum (Online Learning)
RProp = Resilient Backpropagation

Output Function
This acronym represents the output function used in the neural network. Here is a list of acronyms
associated with the output functions:

·

Bias = Bias
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·
·

TanH = TanH
LogReg = Logistic Regression

Neural Parameter Optimization
These values represent various neural network parameter optimizations such as PNN Smoothing (Beta),
SVM Step Size, and Momentum Step Size optimization.

Preprocessing Function List
On the Experiment Dashboard and Potential Inputs tab, you will see strings such as the one below:

Min(Div(Input #1, Input #2), Input #3)
Preprocessing Function(s)
These acronyms represent the preprocessing function used. In the case of the example above, multiple
preprocessing functions can be combined together to be a single input variable. Here is a list of acronyms
associated with the preprocessing functions:

·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Log = Log
Abs = Absolute Value
Sqr = Square
Sqrt = Square Root
Avg = Average
Diff = Difference
%Diff = Percent Difference
Min = Minimum
Max = Maximum
Recip = Reciprocal
Sum = Sum
Prod = Product
Div = Divide
Ceil = Ceiling
Floor = Floor
Round = Round
SStoch = Single-Row Stochastic
PCA = Input Projection: Principal Component Analysis
GTVal = Greater Than Value
LTVal = Less Than Value
NearVal = Near Value
GTData = Greater Than
LTData = Less Than
NearData = Near
And = And
Or = Or
XOr = XOr
SinH = Hyperbolic Sine
CosH = Hyperbolic Cosine
TanH = Hyperbolic Tangent
CotH = Hyperbolic Cotangent
SecH = Hyperbolic Secant
CscH = Hyperbolic Cosecant
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·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

DMon = Day of Month
DWeek = Day of Week
DYear = Day of Year
Month = Month
Time = Time of Day
Lag = Temporal: Lag
Ch = Temporal: Change
%Ch = Temporal: Percent Change
SMA = Temporal: Moving Average
High = Temporal: Highest
Low = Temporal: Lowest
HighAgo = Temporal: Rows Since Highest
LowAgo = Temporal: Rows Since Lowest
Var = Temporal: Variance
StDev = Temporal: Standard Deviation
StDevMean = Temporal: Standard Deviations From Mean
LinReg = Temporal: Linear Regression
Cross = Temporal: Crossing
SGTVal = Soft Greater Than Value
SLTVal = Soft Less Than Value
SNearVal = Soft Near Value
SGTData = Soft Greater Than
SLTData = Soft Less Than
SNearData = Soft Near
Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Easy EBook and documentation generator

Why should I setup the Shared Import Folder?
If your data files may be in a folder that cannot be seen by the computer running SQL Server, this option
allows you to specify a shared directory on the server (or visible to the server) for files to be automatically
copied to so that SQL Server can import them directly. This will make the import process much faster
especially for large data files.
Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Full-featured Documentation generator

What is a "Plateau"?
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A Plateau is similar to getting stuck in a local minima in that the models created during this time frame are
not improving the overall results.
Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Free help authoring environment

SQL Server Troubleshooting
Table of Contents

·

SQL Server Troubleshooting
o How come Infinity is unable to Locate (SQL) Server?
o How to fix "SQL Network Interfaces, error: 28"?
o How can I port my LocalDB to SQL Server?
Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily create Web Help sites

How come Infinity is unable to Locate (SQL) Server?
First, verify that you have completed every step of the Multi-Machine SQL Server Setup.
Some of the more common issues are with:
· Not opening Windows Firewall Ports (or ports in third-party firewall software) (see Step #5 in MultiMachine SQL Server Setup).
· Enabling TCP/IP under the SQL Server Configuration Manager (see Step #4 in Multi-Machine SQL
Server Setup).
If you are still unable to troubleshoot the problem please contact technical support.
Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Free iPhone documentation generator

How to fix "SQL Network Interfaces, error: 28"?
Full Error Text:
A network-related or instance-specific error occurred while establishing a connection to SQL Server. The
server was not found or was not accessible. Verify that the instance name is correct and that SQL Server is
configured to allow remote connections. (provider: SQL Network Interfaces, error: 28 - Server doesn't
support strong text requested protocol)

Answer
In the Start menu browse to Microsoft SQL Server 2XXX > Configuration Tools > SQL Server Configuration
Manager
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For any Client Protocols and/or Protocols for SQLEXPRESS make sure that TCP/IP is set to "Enabled" and
Named Pipes are set to "Disabled".

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Easy EPub and documentation editor

How can I port my LocalDB to SQL Server?
Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Easy EPub and documentation editor
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